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About This Content

Six new classes have been added to Monster Slayers! Each one is unlocked for free when you complete the game as a basic class
in Normal Mode, but if you want to unlock them immediately without completing the basic classes first, this DLC will

immediately unlock the classes across all your save slots.
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So I can understand the negative reviews for those that failed early. It is truly a difficult first few days in game. I read a few
early guides about what you should be accomplishing - day 1, day 2 etc. Just triple that and you'll be a little closer. I put it down
after the first couple of days as it was really frustrating. Press through and it changes significantly.

Once you have a base up the game becomes more of what it should be for most. (I personally liked the challenge to have to
survive those first few days). If you think you're not going to die 20 to 30 times. Find another game. Most of them are made way
too scripted and easy - this game is not that.

If you like to build, grow explore with not predetermined script - no zombies (thank god) - you wont find a better one. He
updates this often and the track looks pretty impressive to me.

Give it a chance I think its going to be great.. More maps. More good.. This game is probably the best value for your dollar on
Steam, period. A strong RPG progression system that includes both equipment changes, skills, and even a form of crafting. The
base game is a 2d space shooter, but all of its parts combine to make something you don't want to miss.

Pros
+ A wide variety of weapons which all function differently.
+ Several abilities to choose from in the form of a 'Utility' slot
+ Many levels, all randomly generated
+ A bonus system, also random, allowing you to challenge yourself
+ A strong classic foundation (that of 2d space shooter)
+ An involved development team
+ A Path of Exile like Item crafting system. Allowing you to randomize stats and upgrade rarity on items you pick up
+ A unique battle every new system you go in to
+ A variety of enemies
+ Easy to pick up and just play 15 minutes when you don't have much time
+ Easy to sit down and play 14 hours straight if aren't careful

Cons
- I found a bug. Just one.
- After a certain point (for me about 40 hours in) I began wishing for more challenge
- Little real story, though this didn't bother me
- No real manual that I could find
- Controls took some searching

TL;DR
Well worth the asking price of $5. A spectacular little game that you can pour hours into.

EDIT, 4\/11\/16:
I still strongly recommend this game if you're a fan of RPG-based shooters. It seems, unfortunately, that the developer has
stopped releasing new content though. I would've been thrilled if more content (even in the form of paid DLC's) was released,
but no such luck. Do not let this put you off though, there's still a great deal of enjoyment to be gotten from this inexpensive top-
down shooter.. One of my childhood games. I played it nearly 8 years ago on my dads office PC and today, Hitman Blood
Money feels a lot harder and a challenging game than I remember when I was 10 year old. Maybe its because games have gotten
a lot easier as time went by. To me this game felt so real and now it definitely shows its age. Hitman: Blood Money is so far a
refreshed version of the older games. There's everything you expect from a classic Hitman game. The levels feel really great this
time. You've got tons of options on how you want to approach the level. Level designs are quite big for a 2006 game and feel
almost feels like a Sandbox game. The stealth mechanics are great although its quite frustrating when the enemies spot you and
you miss a chance to get this great Silent Assassination badge.
Places and environment are also really good!! IO Interactive really knew what they were doing. Every level feels so unique,
never did I felt like the developers reused or copy pasted the assets and buildings. Every level is well done. The previous
installment which happened to be Hitman Contracts is bare bones if you compare it with this game. The soundtrack is also the
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best upto this point. There's nothing to grind here which is also cool. It's a pretty straight forward game and takes 12-15 hours to
complete on average. (tried playing at normal difficulty but there are hard ones for you pros like you xD)
One more thing I love about Hitman is emphasis on your knowledge. You are given tons and tons of utilities, weapons and tools
that you can use as your advantage. You can't just go out in the open and shoot every guard down and pass on to the next room
like a action hero.
Most of the game's story takes place as a series of flashback sequences that are directly connected with Agent 47. However the
story shifts to the present day (2006) after completing 80% of the game. The timeline is kinda confusing but you don't have to
worry about that. The story isn't as good or cinematic as you'd want it to be but its not Metal Gear or Splinter Cell so yea that's
it.
Blood Money isn't a perfect game either. As you can see from the screenshots the graphics are pretty dated and look really ugly.
The controls are kinda dated and clunky on PC (I played it using keyboard and mouse). The movement feels kinda choppy. The
A.I is inconsistant sometimes but all that can be easily ignored considering its a 13 year old in 2019 and how cheap it is during
Steam sales.

I'm kinda disappointed that WB Games\/IOI haven't given PC users the same treatment as Playstation 4. They didn't bother to
bring Return to Arkham collection of PC either. I would have really liked a remastered Hitman Blood Money and Absolution
collection with improved controls and few tweaks here and there but hey at least you can get this for $2. You're not forced to
pay $60 like console gamers so that's great.. TL;DR
Great platform, amazing debugging, and offers a lot of baked-in value, especially at the price. There are other platforms just as
capable with similar offerings, but from personal perspective, I liked what little bit I tested out. Unfortunately latent discoveries
compelled me to uninstall becaue the overall package didn't fit my personal need. It would however, fit the need of many with
more expeirence and \/ or fewer requirements.

FULL
I liked what I used within it, and it definately met some of the needs through addressing many wants but I was unaware that
WINGS IDE 6 was released on 12\/20 which packs in several modernized features to include directly working within Raspberry
Pi as well as other feature-rich items....IF you buy the $245 professional edition. However, there is now a free edition that is just
an updated version of IDE 5 and the developers moved away from Personal \/ Commercial to Personal \/ Professional.

I dont fully understnad this model and offering Pi as a 'professional' feature given most users of Pi dont create a full blown
product for sale. Though they may, it doesnt encourage use and learning to use IDE for the growing popularity of Pi based
systems.. This is my favourite chapter of Little Nightmares, including any from the base game. While the base game is a well
paced adventure experience, this chapter is more like a series of puzzles within a decently sized central hub, and a new
mechanic involving the kid's flashlight. I really enjoyed my time with this DLC, and it does add to the base game's story, if you
are interested in that.. shoot`em all XDDDD. Girls and Dungeons is an Rpg Maker format game that's at times quirky and
enjoyable, and other times...less So.

Whilst the dialogue is fun, and there's some fan service in the game for people into that, the gameplay itself could use with some
fine tuning. Character abilities are limited to a degree, and whilst the condition break mechanic is useful,the actual =how= of
triggering them becomes increasingly esoteric knowledge. A fact which reduces most fights to chugging Wasabi Soda, having
the main character use his 50 Sp stun ability, and the other characters spam inspire to win. And this -will- win the game for you.

Also, while there -is- technically a run option, I never actually found a fight I could run from.

Also, your other characters normal attacks are going to be pretty junky throughout the game, as they don't get weapon upgrades-
limiting them to between 120-900 ish damage compared to the 15 k the lead character is doing. Really, his only downside is he
can't generate SP on his own (Via drinking) like the female characters can, making much of his sp generation in a fight hinge on
their actions.

Regardless, I've spent worse afternoons. I'm just unsure I would recommend this game to most people who aren't fans of quirky
humour, and fan service, and are willing to sink 7 hours into the game.
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like gumby meets animal crossing. I bought this unit to supplement my purchase of the WCML North and regretted it. It does
sound nice when accelerating but as you soon as you shut off the power, NOTHING. No sounds, just nothing. It's as if the
traction motors have just died.
The horn is reused from the Class 37, nothing realistic about that.
Avoid if you can.. So far im loving this game, this the first game i ever bought on steam and im not regretting my choice one bit,
the art is fantastic and the game play engaging, and while the story is not completely original(nothing is nowadays) its still
unique enough to be entertaining.. need to update the sounds dosnt sound realistic and need to add pro controls. This game is a
lot of fun. If you don't know much about car mechanics but you know want to know more, this game is for you.
The game is quite detailed mechanically and, based on previous reviews by players who are real mechanics, is fairly accurate.

I would definitely recommend this game.

One small point, not a criticism, more a comment. The playlist is short and you can't add more songs or choose your own
playlist. The music is okay, but after several repeats the techno gets wearisome. Sorry Devs.

To get round that, I lowered the volume of the music, then streamed a radio station from my browser in the background. You
can still hear the workshop sounds as well as the music you want playing. I haven't tried using streaming apps but I would think
they will work same way no problem.

Enjoy. Could Be a great game BUT:

- There is little to no tutorial
- The Hit box is strange
- It has a weird glitchy lag when moving
- There is no In-game menu

At the current state im giving it a 3\/10, Since it DOES have potential. at least it was free. Became boring and monotonous fast..
- Aero Chord - Boundless is a very boring and monoton song and its to easy even on expert+
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